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The Spirit of St. Frederick

1st Eb Alto Saxophone

\textit{Slow Funk} \( (d = 76) \)

\begin{align*}
\text{Interlude} \quad & \quad \text{Sax.} \quad \text{Fat!} \\
\end{align*}

Composed & Arranged by

NICK LANE
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The Spirit of St. Frederick

2nd Bb Tenor Saxophone

Slow Funk \( \text{\( \text{d} = 76 \) \)} \\

Interlude
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The Spirit of St. Frederick

1st Bb Trumpet

Slow Funk (d = 76)
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The Spirit of St. Frederick

4th Bb Trumpet

Slow Funk (d = 76)

Flügelhorn
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The Spirit of St. Frederick

Bass Trombone
(Tuba)

\( \text{Slow Funk} \quad (\text{Q} = 76) \)

\( \text{Interlude} \)
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The Spirit of St. Frederick

Piano

Slow Funk (d = 76)

Composed & Arranged by
NICK LANE
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